
 

 

   CHANGING CATS OVER TO A RAW DIET       

Cats have a much higher metabolism then Dogs and as such need feeding a 

minimum of twice daily. NEVER starve a cat, this can cause life threatening issues. 

Cats cannot produce taurine themselves so this will need to be supplemented, a 

small amount of heart daily should be sufficient. 

For Adult Cats weigh and work out daily feed amount based on weight. 

For Adult Cats needing to gain weight = 4% 

For Adult Cats needing to maintain weight = 3% 

For Adult Cats needing to lose weight = 2%* 

 

*When Promoting weight loss with Cats it is VERY important that they do not go for long periods 

without feeding, ideally the meals should not only be cut down in size but spread out across the 

day to ensure that weight loss does not happen to quickly as this can result in liver problems.

For Kittens, feed as much as they would like, cats (unlike Dogs) are excellent at self-regulating 

when fed at specific mealtimes. Typically, Kittens should be fed up to 4-6 times a day until 

around 9-12 months, after this age they will usually cut themselves down to around 2-3 meals a 

day. 

Due to increased sensitivity to sugars, cats may need to be transferred to a wet food before raw. 

• If feeding ‘free access’ dried food then start by removing the free access part. Cutting them 

down to specified ‘feeding times’ will save time, hassle and money throughout the 

changeover process, this can be done by simply putting down the dried, allowing the cat to 

have its fill, then remove the bowl (still maintaining the twice daily feed) 

• Once settled, switch to a wet food. This might take a little time, the best way to start is with 

a spoon of wet mixed in with the dried, working up to the opposite (a spoon of dried mixed 

in with the wet), progressing to wet food completely. 

• Once settled, use the same method with the raw food. A spoon of raw in with the wet, 

progressing up to a spoon of wet in with the raw. Once the 50:50 amount has been reached, 

start supplementing with heart to satisfy taurine needs. 

• Once settled, introduce variety, as much variety as is possible, this prevents the cat 

becoming fussy, creates diversity within the digestive system (having a knock on effect to 

creating immune diversity) and also ensures that all nutritional aspects are covered. 

• When you’re ready, you can look into meaty bones and chunks, but then need to be 

remembering to balance out ratios of meat(80): offal(10): bone(10). This transition must also 

be done slowly using the ‘baby steps’ method. Dry fed Cats have considerably less strength 

in their jaws so chunks and bones must be introduced in small pieces to enable them to 

build the strength to deal with larger pieces and bones, meaty poultry ribs are a good soft 

bone to start with, or chicken necks cut in half. 



 

 

Key Points 

Always feed at room temperature: 

Some Cats are super fussy when it comes to the temperature of their food. This can be the 

deal breaker for some, room temperature food mimics the warmth of a fresh kill. Cats are 

more suited to eating freshly killed animals than carrion as the enzymes used for digestions 

don’t allow for the toxic buildup in meats as they age. 

If your Cat appears to Gag/Regurgitate 

This is perfectly normal and nothing to get worried about, it is simply the cat learning how 

to use the tools nature gave them to deal with an appropriate diet. If they appear to be 

choking however, do react accordingly. 

If your Cat refuses to eat: 

It cannot be stressed enough – Do not allow your Cat to go hungry! If they refuse to eat 

what you gave them, substitute it with something you know they will eat and go back at it 

again the next mealtime, sometimes it just takes time! Some Cats will not eat certain non-

species specific foods such as Lamb or Pork, this is totally natural and is reflective of how 

close to their feral side Cats are compared to Dogs. In the wild, Cats would not consume 

this size prey, try Poultry and Game if you Cat appears bothered by this. 

Always supplement EFA’s: 

EFA’s (Essential Fatty Acids) are typically Omega 3, 6 and 9. Omega 6 and 9 are easily 

obtained in large amounts from Raw Meat, Omega 3 hoever is harder to come by in the 

proper amounts but is necessary for Cats to maintain good vision and joints. Feeding a 

good oily fish like Salmon, Herring or Trout twice a week is an excellent way to ensure that 

your Cat gets a decent amount. Otherwise, the next best way is to use a decent Salmon Oil 

as a dressing for food, or to feed lots of fresh fish treats (Fish skins, Salmon jerky, Dried 

whole fish.) 

WATCH STOOLS! 

*Small, formed, holds shape, barely leaves a trace when picked up = Perfect 

*Very Small and hard, crumbly, white = Too much bone, bring in some plain tripe or extra 

offal to prevent constipation 

*Soft, not holding shape = Too little bone/too much offal 
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General Enquiries: Office: 01763 247 929        

Worried? Call Julie: 07590 621636         


